Abstract: This paper describes and applies econometric strategies for estimating regression models of economic share data outcomes where the shares may take boundary values (zero and 1) with nontrivial probability. The main focus of the paper is on the conditional mean structures of such data. The paper proposes an extension of the fractional regression methodology proposed by (Papke, L. E., and J. M. Wooldridge. 
Introduction
Multivariate outcomes measured as shares of some overall total arise in numerous contexts in applied microeconometrics. Whether the particular analysis focuses on time use (Mullahy and Robert 2010) , portfolio shares (e.g., Samwick 2001, 2002) , consumer budgeting (see the references in Section 3), market share analysis (Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes 1995; Dubin, 2007) , or some other topic, there will often arise -as demonstrated by the above examples -commonalities of the data structures under investigation with those exhibited in Table 1A -C. Letting y ik represent the k-th outcome for the i-th individual, M denote the number of outcomes, and x i , i = 1, …, N, be a p-vector of exogenous covariates, such data are characterized formally by the following: M and 1′y i = B i . Here B i represents some finite total or upper bound: B i = total annual healthcare spending in Table 1A ; B i = B = 1440 min per day in the time use data in Table 1B ; and B i = total financial assets in the data underlying the financial asset share data in Table 1C . The B i may or may not vary across i and may or may not be exogenous (e.g., consider healthcare spending or financial assets), although apart from the discussion in Section 2 the discussion here proceeds as if the B i are exogenous or can reasonably be conditioned on (more on this below).
1 Considerations (1) and (3) are standard in the econometric share equation literature. Econometric strategies to handle of (2) in light of (1) and (3) are less studied and are the main focus of this paper.
This paper describes and applies econometric strategies for estimating regression models of various features of outcome data like those described above, with a main focus on conditional means. Specifically, for the analysis of the conditional mean structures of such data, this paper proposes an extension of the fractional regression methodology proposed by Papke and Wooldridge in univariate cross-sectional (Papke and Wooldridge 1996) and panel (Papke and Wooldridge 2008) contexts. 2 The emphasis on conditional first-moment structures is central. The working premise is that the parameters of concern to the analyst are the set of conditional means E[y k |x], k = 1, …, M, which are specified, with B treated as exogenous, to satisfy 
1 The "i" subscript indexing observations will be suppressed henceforth unless useful for clarity. 2 Some applications may involve multivariate bounded outcome data that are not subject to adding-up restrictions like (5). The analysis of such "seemingly unrelated" outcomes might proceed generally by considering modifications of the framework proposed by Papke and Wooldridge 2008, for panel data structures. Note that in (4) the conditional means are assumed to span the open interval (0,B) rather than the closed interval [0, B] which the y k can occupy. While probably a reasonable assumption in general, this could be restrictive in some instances where for some values of x Pr(y k = 0|x) = 1 or Pr(y k = B|x) = 1 might be possible. 3 The subsequent analysis accommodates either of these boundary probabilities being arbitrarily close to, but not identically, zero or 1.
Henceforth the paper will work with the normalized outcomes or shares s k = y k /B instead of the y k themselves, with the vector of shares s satisfying s∈ [0, 1] M and 1′s = 1. Moreover, the analysis will proceed under the assumption that the E[s k |x] have a parametric structure, i.e., E[s k |x] = ξ k (x; α), where the generic common parameter vector α = [α 1 , …, α M ] will generally be shared across the M conditional mean parameters ξ k (x; α) to enforce the adding-up condition (5).
The plan for the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the stochastic aspects of share definition and measurement. Section 3 summarizes salient features of the existing literature on econometric strategies for share model estimation. Section 4 highlights various features of the fractional regression estimation strategies proposed by Wooldridge (1996, 2008) . Sections 5-8 are the methodological core of the paper: Section 5 extends the fractional regression approach to the multivariate share model context; Section 6 considers several issues involving inference and specification testing; Section 7 offers some ideas on testing aggregation or disaggregation of outcome categories; and Section 8 presents a Dirichlet-multinomial likelihood-based approach to estimating multivariate share models that accommodates important features of the observed outcomes. Section 9 presents an empirical example of the proposed methodologies using data on financial asset portfolio shares from the 2001, 2004, and 2007 US Surveys of Consumer Finances. Section 10 concludes.
Share Definition and Stochastic Characteristics
The foundation of the empirical analysis is the joint distribution φ(y, x) of an M-vector of outcomes y ≥ 0 and exogenous covariates x; extensions to situations involving endogenous x would be interesting to consider but are beyond this paper's scope. From this, share measures may arise naturally in at least two ways that may imply different stochastic structures for the resulting econometric share models.
Suppose there are M quantities y k = g k (x, α k )+u k , k = 1, …, M, that arise from some constrained optimization problem (utility maximization; cost minimization; portfolio composition optimization; etc.), where E[u k |x] = 0, k = 1, …, M, so that the g k (.) are conditional means. The corresponding shares are given by
Consider two alternative situations. In some cases (e.g., time use) there is a nonstochastic exogenous constraint B (e.g., 1440 min per day) such that 
where the v k are conditionally mean-zero heteroskedastic errors so that E[s k |x] = ξ k (x; α).
Alternatively, the total Y may simply be defined as the sum of the M stochastic quantities y k whose measurements share a common metric (e.g., currency units) without being subject to any analytically relevant exogenous constraint, 4 in which case the share equations have the more general form s k = h(x, αk, u k )/H(x, α, u). In this instance, stochastic elements appear in both numerator and denominator of the share functions. As such, the derivation of E[s k |x] is no longer straightforward, requiring integration over the joint distribution of the entire vector of residuals u.
By making primitive first-moment assumptions along the lines of E[s k |x] = ξ k (x; α), this paper proceeds for the most part under the assumption that the simpler structure (7) holds, although conceiving of E[s k |x] = ξ k (x; α)
as a first-order approximation via an expansion of h(x, α k , u k )/H(x, α, u) around u = 0 may also be reasonable.
Approaches to Econometric Share Model Estimation
This section provides a brief survey of approaches to econometric share model estimation that have been prominent in the literature.
Econometric Share Model Estimation
Much but not all of the econometric share equation literature focuses on the relationship between empirical share models and underlying constrained optimization behaviors yielding outcomes (e.g., commodity
category expenditures or patterns of time use) that are shares of some particular total (e.g., money or time budgets). Early contributions to this literature include Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau (1975) , and Wales and Woodland (1977) , who examine consumer demands and corresponding expenditure shares in utility maximization contexts. Subsequent studies have approached share equation estimation from theoretically motivated optimization models in which stochastic components are embedded to play particular roles (preference heterogeneity; technical or allocative inefficiency, etc.) in the optimization framework rather than being appended additively to nonstochastic share functions in what might be an ad hoc manner; such examples include Walker (1989, 1995) , Chavas and Segerson (1987) , Kooreman and Kapteyn (1987), and McElroy (1987) . Considine and Mount (1984) , derive a specification in which the set of share equations has a multinomial logit functional form; this is noteworthy because a multinomial logit form is at the core of the specifications proposed below. Dubin (2007) , uses nested multinomial logit market share models to estimate valuations of intangible assets. Fry, Fry, and McLaren (1996) , based in part on ideas developed in Aitchison (1982) , apply to the estimation of share models methods from compositional data analysis (CODA), which involve essentially modeling logs of ratios of shares. 5 See also Theil (1969) , for an early related contribution.
Estimation of Share Models with Boundary or Corner Solutions
Fewer studies have tackled the thorny empirical problems that arise when observed shares take on corner or boundary solutions with nontrivial probabilities. 6 Appealing to Kuhn-Tucker conditions and corresponding virtual or support prices, Lee and Pitt (1986) , propose a general empirical structure for multivariate share systems when corner solutions at zero are prominent in the data. Morey et al. (1995) , explore a variety of statistical models to accommodate boundary outcomes, among these multinomial models for discretely measured (count) outcomes that share some features with the multivariate fractional regression models that are proposed below.
4 This may be a reasonable characterization of the shares that are analyzed in the empirical analysis reported in Section 9. Here the shares are the fractions of overall financial assets in each of ten financial asset categories. Even were the overall level of assets to be characterized as nonstochastic, the split between financial and nonfinancial assets and, therefore, total financial assets, would presumably be stochastic. 5 See also Billheimer, Guttorp, and Fagan (2001) . 6 For instance, Kooreman and Kapteyn's elegant analysis of time use demands notes the potential for boundary solutions but then goes on to comment: "We will ignore the [boundary condition constraint equations in the theoretical model], which are binding for only a limited number of observations."
Since boundary solutions are a prominent feature of the share data of concern here, providing a general strategy for analyzing such outcomes is of some interest. Ad hoc fixes are not an appealing approach to the boundary solution phenomenon, particularly when the probability of such boundary outcomes is nontrivial. Woodland (1979) , proposed the Dirichlet distribution as a direct statistical model for shares without particular consideration of any underlying economic optimization framework. The Dirichlet density conditional on x is given by
Dirichlet Share Models
where z m (.) is a possibly nonlinear function of covariates and parameters. (Note that if any s k = 0 then the density D(.) = 0 and if any s k = 1 then necessarily all the other s k = 0. As such, the density is undefined in either event, thus precluding direct application of the Dirichlet model to the kinds of share data examined here where boundary values are prominent. Yet it is useful for purposes of this paper to note that for the Dirichlet model, the conditional first moments are
using a natural exponential-with-linear-index parameterization for the z(.). Note that this corresponds to the standard functional form for multinomial logit probabilities even though for the Dirichlet model all M of the ψ m are identified. Noteworthy for present purposes is that this conditional first-moment structure coincides with that of the multivariate fractional share model whose specification and estimation are discussed below.
Fractional Regression Estimation
Before exploring the multivariate estimation strategies that are the main focus of this paper, a brief overview of fractional regression (FREG) methods is worthwhile. 8 The FREG model was proposed initially by Papke and Wooldridge (PW), 1996, in their study of voluntary individual contributions to retirement accounts in which the univariate dependent variable of interest is the fraction s∈[0, 1] of allowable contributions made by individuals in their sample. The key result in the PW paper is that even when the outcomes take on values at the extremes of the bounded range they occupy -i.e., s = 0 or s = 1 -with nonzero probability, the FREG 7 Woodland specifies a general functional form for the Dirichlet regression parameters but then uses a linear (not exponential) specification in his empirical analysis. Nonetheless, since the Dirichlet parameters must be positive, an exponential specification is appealing. (José Murteira, in a private communication, pointed out that the expression for the Dirichlet density in Woodland's equation (4) contains a typographical error: The product in the denominator of the correct expression is displayed as a summation in Woodland's paper.) 8 See Ramalho, Ramalho, and Murteira (2010) , for an excellent survey of fractional regression model estimation. method provides consistent estimates of the parameters of a univariate conditional mean function so long as it is specified with the correct functional form and embedded in a suitable quasi-ML estimator or M-estimator. Specifically, PW, 1996, consider the case of univariate fractional outcome data (s) and conditional means E[s|x] with M = 1, while PW, 2008, consider the panel data context with the added t-dimension, t = 1, …, t max , giving outcomes for the i-th individual at the t-th time period s itm = s it that are multivariate (t max > 1) in the t-dimension but univariate (M = 1) in the m-dimension. In particular, in this case there are no implied addingup restrictions of the form (5) to accommodate.
The basic idea underlying FREG estimation in the cross-sectional univariate outcome context is that if focus is exclusively on conditional first moments, then quasi-ML estimation when a correct parametric specification of the conditional first-moment structure is embedded in an exponential-family quasi-likelihood will yield consistent estimates of the first-moment parameters regardless of whether the nominal quasilikelihood is true or not (Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon 1984a,b) . In light of these arguments, PW suggest that the key property of a conditional first-moment model for a fractional outcome is that it obeys the boundary restrictions, i.e., E[s|x] = ξ(x)∈(0, 1). PW then suggest that a general class of parametric functional forms that satisfy this restriction are distribution functions G(.) of continuous random variables, i.e., E[s|x] = ξ(x; ω) = G(x; ω)∈(0, 1).
Thus direct specification of such a conditional mean structure embedded in an exponential-family quasilikelihood whose maximization estimates such a distribution function should provide consistent estimates of ω so long as G(x; ω) is a correct specification of the conditional first moment. Bernoulli quasi-likelihoods G(x; ω)
1-s for the fractional (not binary) outcome measures s∈ [0, 1] are the obvious choice, with the particular functional form for G(x; ω) specified as a logit, probit, or other cumulative distribution function, typically with a linear index argument xω. Consistent inferences are straightforward, but will generally involve using robust sandwich or bootstrap covariance estimators since the share data will be underdispersed relative to the nominal Bernoulli model (see Section 6).
The fractional logit ("FLOGIT") version of the FREG model with
is the univariate foundation for the multivariate FREG estimator discussed now.
Multivariate Fractional Logit: Estimation
The central goal of this paper is to provide consistent estimation strategies to estimate properties of the conditional distribution of share data that enforce (12) and (13) and accommodate (14) and (15):
where β=[β 1 , β 2 , …, β M ]. The main concern in this section and the next is with estimation of the conditional first-moment structure of such data, i.e., ξ(x; β). Section 8 extends this inquiry to other features of the joint conditional probability models φ(s|x). This and the following three sections offer a detailed exposition of the multivariate fractional logit ("MFLOGIT") estimator and its properties.
9 PW and Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984a,b) provide the fundamental arguments to establish consistency for the multivariate/multinomial version of the univariate PW quasi-ML approach. Assume that the sample are independent draws from the (M+C)-variate distribution φ(s|x). Based on (10), specify the M conditional means to have a multinomial logit functional form in linear indexes as
Note that this specification enforces both (12) and (13). Alternative specifications, e.g.,
are estimable -indeed, this is the conditional first-moment functional form implied in the Dirichlet simulations conducted by Woodland (1979) -but they admit the possibility of predicted shares falling outside the [0, 1] interval at some values of x. This paper thus focuses on the specification (16) although the merits of competing first-moment specifications could be adjudicated empirically by conditional-moment or related tests.
As with the familiar multinomial logit estimator, some normalization is required since all M of the β k will not be separately identified in the multinomial quasi-likelihood; β M = 0 is used henceforth, giving
,k 1, ,M 1 1 e xp( )
and
. 1 e xp( )
Owing in part to the normalization, interpretation of the signs and magnitudes of the β k is generally not straightforward. 10 Typically much more interesting and useful in applications are the corresponding average partial effects (APEs) that are invariant with respect to the particular normalization selected. These are described in detail in Appendix 1.
Appealing to the quasi-ML estimation methods described by PW for the univariate case, one can define a multinomial logit quasi-likelihood function Q(.) that embeds the functional form (16) Q( ) ( ; ) .
The log quasi-likelihood is
with the corresponding p × (M-1) estimating or score equations
which are the same score equations as those corresponding to a standard multinomial logit estimator except that the s ik are, in general, nonbinary. 11 Consistency of the resulting β follows from the arguments in PW and Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984a) Overdispersion (resp. underdispersion) is typically characterized in a univariate outcome context as a situation where the empirical variance of the distribution of some outcome y is greater than (resp. less than) the variance that would obtain if y followed a reference or nominal distribution φ nom , possibly conditioned on covariates, i.e., Var emp (y|x) > Var nom (y|x) (resp. Var emp (y|x) < Var nom (y|x)), possibly enforcing the restriction E emp [y|x] = E nom [y|x] . In the multivariate outcome context with outcome y an M × 1 vector, a natural extension is to define overdispersion (resp. strict overdispersion) as the situation where the matrix difference Cov emp (y|x)-Cov nom (y|x) is positive semidefinite (resp. positive definite), and underdispersion (resp. strict underdispersion) as the situation where the Cov nom (y|x)-Cov emp (y|x) is positive semidefinite (resp. positive definite). The nature of the multivariate share data analyzed here is such that the data necessarily manifest (conditional) underdispersion relative to their nominal multinomial counterparts in this matrix-definiteness sense. This can be seen as follows. Given the quasi-ML first-moment assumptions and multinomial nominal likelihood, it follows that Pr nom (
Thus for the share vector s, Cov nom (s|x) is given by the multinomial covariance matrix
while Cov emp (s|x) is given by
If Pr(s k ∈(0, 1)|x) > 0 for all k then each of the diagonal elements of Δ(x) is positive [since z > z 2 for any z∈(0, 1)].
Note too that
x so that the absolute value of the row sum of the off-diagonal elements of any row in Δ(x) equals the diagonal element in that row.
and is diagonally dominant if the inequality holds strictly.
It follows that the matrix Δ(x) is weakly diagonally dominant. Furthermore, a diagonally dominant (resp. weakly diagonally dominant) matrix is positive definite (resp. positive semidefinite).
13 As such, the empirical distribution of the share vector s conditional on x manifests underdispersion relative to the nominal multinomial quasi-likelihood. The implications of this for inference are considered below.
Inference
The asymptotic distribution of β follows from the arguments in PW and in Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984a,b) . Specifically, given correct specification of the conditional first moments ξ(
Although estimating the model using quasi-ML methods will provide consistent estimates of the β k parameters, the corresponding inverse Hessian MNL covariance matrix will not be a consistent estimator of the true covariance matrix so long as Pr(s k ∈(0, 1)|x) > 0. Note that if the data were truly conditionally multinomially distributed, then N ( ) − β β would have asymptotic covariance matrix
In turn, the matrix difference AP-AQ can be written as
Note that the matrix difference P(x)-Q(x) equals the matrix Δ(x) defined in eq. (24) with the M-th row and M-th column deleted. As such P(x)-Q(x) will in general be strictly diagonally dominant and, therefore, positive definite. Being quadratics in positive definite matrixes, it thus follows that AP-AQ and, therefore,
A A A A will themselves be positive definite. As such, V MNL -V MFLOGIT will in general be positive definite. As will be seen below in Section 9, inverse Hessian estimates of Ĉ ov( ) β based on the standard multinomial logit quasi-likelihood yield estimated parameter t-statistics for the individual mk β that range in this application from about 1.1 to 2.4 times smaller than those obtained using a robust sandwich estimator.
Specification Testing
To assess the quality of the MFLOGIT first-moment specification fit, conditional moment tests can be conducted that are based on cross-products of a vector of functions of x and the estimated MFLOGIT residuals, (
The power of such tests to detect poorness of fit depends on the specification of Λ(x). The particular form of Λ(x) used here is suggested by the Hosmer-Lemeshow test strategy used commonly in the evaluation of binary logit models, i.e., Λ(x) is specified as a vector of indicator functions based on L sample quantiles of the
where the J mq denote intervals on the real line defined by the sample quantiles of the
Multivariate Fractional Logit: Aggregation and Disaggregation of Outcome Categories
In empirical contexts where MFLOGIT-type estimation strategies might be applied it may sometimes be of interest to determine whether subsets of the outcome measures s k might sensibly be aggregated or pooled (to reduce dimensionality) or, if such data are available, disaggregated to (to refine detail). There are at least two fundamentally distinct circumstances in which aggregation considerations may arise in the analysis of share data. The first ("structured aggregation") occurs when the outcome data follow some natural and/or predefined tree structure. At each level of such a tree the share outcome categories at that level -which are outcome subcategories by reference to the next-higher level -are mutually exclusive and exhaustive and sum to 1. 14 The considerations raised above notwithstanding, testing for aggregation with such tree structures can more or less proceed using classical testing approaches. The second circumstance ("unstructured aggregation") arises when there are again mutually exclusive and exhaustive subcategory share outcomes that sum to 1 but in which there is either no natural and/or predefined tree structure or in which the analyst for some reason elects to ignore a given tree structure (e.g., to consider whether subcategories in different branches can be pooled with each other). In these circumstances, alternative testing strategies will generally be required. Prototypical examples of each type of aggregation are displayed in Figure 1 . 15 Depending on the purpose of the analysis, aggregability of outcome categories could be characterized in a variety of ways that include: similarity of corresponding category-parameter vectors; similarity of corresponding category-partial effects; and others. Aggregation characterized by similarity of parameter vectors appears in this context most straightforward to assess; as such, given the MFLOGIT's first-moment structure, aggregation and disaggregation of outcome measures are tantamount to summation and proper subsetting, respectively. Likelihood-based strategies for testing for aggregation or disaggregation of categories in multinomial or nested logit models with discrete outcomes (e.g., likelihood-ratio tests) are well established in the multinomial logit literature (Hill 1983; Cramer and Ridder 1991) . These approaches are not directly applicable in the MFLOGIT's first-moment/quasi-likelihood context, however.
Appendix 2 discusses several strategies based on robust Wald tests (a "bottom up" approach based on estimation of models for disaggregated outcomes) as opposed to Lagrange multiplier tests (a "top down" approach that would be more challenging to implement in the quasi-likelihood context) or tests based on criteria like mean squared error reduction. The merits of the approaches suggested here relative to such alternatives is for future research to assess.
Dirichlet-Multinomial Estimation
Given the discrepancy between the empirical and QMLE pseudo-multinomial second moment structures, it should in principle be possible to improve estimator efficiency if reasonable conditional second-moment assumptions can be made (Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon 1984a) . While the share structure of the data provides some guidance on such specifications (e.g., that, like the first moments, the second moments must themselves be bounded) there appears to be little additional general guidance about second-moment specification offered by the data themselves. A more-structured alternative approach is to postulate a probability model for the data that can describe the important features of the data recognizing, of course, that there is an inconsistency or robustness (relative to the MFLOGIT estimator) cost that may be incurred if such a probability model is incorrectly specified. Of course, circumstances may arise when the entire conditional probability structure of the multivariate outcomes is of interest, in which case the first-moment estimates offered by MFLOGIT will not be adequately informative.
One working probability model that exhibits underdispersion relative to a multinomial structure and that also accommodates positive probability mass 16 for shares s k = 0 and s k = 1 is based on a Dirichlet mixture of multinomials ("DM") or multivariate negative hypergeometric (Johnson, Kotz, and Balakrishnan 1997, 80ff) , which is the multivariate version of the beta-binomial distribution (Heckman and Willis 1977) . 17 Imagine that some underlying multivariate T-trial counts n = [n k ], k = 1, …, M, follow a conditional DM probability model 
where the latter expression is seen to be (T+A(x))/(1+A(x)) times the conditional marginal variance of the underlying T-trial multinomial distribution, taking a k (x)/A(x) as the multinomial probabilities. Given these counts, the shares s k ∈[0, 1] -or, more precisely, s k ∈{0, 1/T, 2/T, … 1} -are given by s k = n k /T, so that, in particular, E[s k |x] = a k (x)/A(x) and
Since (T+A(x))/(T(1+A(x))) is less than 1 for T > 1, Var(s k |x; T) is smaller than the conditional variance of a one-trial multinomial distribution having a corresponding conditional first-moment or probability structure, which in turn is the quasi-likelihood model for the MFLOGIT. It is also easily shown that Var(s k |x; T) is decreasing in T. Since T does not vanish from the probability model for or the conditional variance functions of the s j , the application of the DM(.) model in cases where T does not have a natural interpretation is clearly as an approximation to the true probability model. In some instances, a particular specification for T might be suggested naturally by the nature of the data's measures (e.g., 1440 integer-measured minutes in a day or some integer-measured number of currency units in a budget). In other instances, however, specifying a value for T will be ad hoc. Moreover, when the measures of the observed share data do not follow a natural lattice structure (i.e., s k ∈{0, 1/r, 2/r, …, r/r}) but instead are "continuously" measured, some coarsening of the data that maps s k into c j s will be required for are identified, unlike the MFLOGIT QMLE), some comparability of the point estimates of ζ m and β k and, in particular, of the corresponding APE estimates might be expected if the DM likelihood is a reasonable approximation to the true probability model.
Modeling Financial Asset Portfolio Shares

Data and Estimation Sample
This section demonstrates some of the properties of the share model estimators and tests described above by estimating regression models of financial asset portfolio shares. Estimation of portfolio share models has been considered by Heaton and Lucas (2000) , and by Samwick (2001, 2002) , among others. The data used are from the combined public use 2001, 2004, and 2007 US Surveys of Consumer Finances (SCF). The SCF is a triennial sample whose collection is sponsored by the US Federal Reserve to provide information on the financial circumstances of US families (for details on the SCF, see Bucks et al. 2009 ). This combined sample comprises 13,379 household-level observations. Household-level sampling weights provided in the SCF are used in the computation of the APE estimates (note that the SCF weights are designed for within-year but not necessarily across-year weighting). This analysis focuses specifically on financial assets and the ten major subcategories of financial assets defined in the SCF listed in the top panel of Table  2 . Additional details on the data are provided in Appendix 3. These data are summarized in Figure 2 and in the top panel of Table 2 . In the sample of 12,723 household observations with defined shares, it might be noted that only six households (0.047%) have strictly positive shares for all ten financial asset categories, whereas for 2348 (18.5%) of the sample's households some financial asset category share is 1.0. Covariates used in the analysis are: age in years of household head (Age); a dummy for race of survey respondent (White); a dummy for marital status of household head (Married); number of children in the household (Number of Kids); dummies for educational attainment (High School Graduate, Some College,and College Graduate); and survey year dummies (Year 2004 , Year 2007 .
18 Descriptive statistics for these covariates are presented in the bottom panel of Table 2 .
MFLOGIT Parameter Estimates and Inference
The MFLOGIT parameter estimates, normalized on the M-th (Other Financial Assets) category, are reported in Table 3 . Owing to the normalization, it is not straightforward to interpret the signs or magnitudes of these estimates. For purposes of hypothesis testing, however, such relative magnitudes may be informative, so asymptotic standard errors based on the robust sandwich estimator are presented in the table. Moreover, due to the large number of parameters (p × (M-1) = 90) estimated, a possible multiple comparisons situation arises for hypothesis testing. As such, and to accommodate the mutual dependence parameter estimates, the conservative false discovery rate (FDR) rejection criteria suggested by Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) , are computed and point estimates with sufficiently small standard errors to meet these criteria are shaded in the table.
The extent of underdispersion in the data (relative to the nominal multinomial quasi-likelihood) can be appreciated in several ways. As suggested in Section 6, the difference between the empirical multinomial logit (inverse Hessian) and robust sandwich parameter covariance matrixes is positive definite in the sample (the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix difference is positive). The ratios of nonrobust to robust standard errors range from 1.12 to 2.37 over the 90 estimated parameters, suggesting a nontrivial degree of underdispersion. Table 4 presents the weighted APE estimates and bootstrap 95% CIs (based on 500 bootstrap replications) across the M = 10 outcomes. Recall that by construction the row sum of the APEs for each covariate will be zero. In this exercise, the schooling attainment and the year indicator variables are treated as groupwise dummies as discussed in Appendix 1.
Average Partial Effects
Overall the estimated patterns of partial effects appear reasonable. The Age effects are consistent with the bulk of the estimation sample being of pre-retirement ages (70% are under age 60). Estimated patterns 
MFLOGIT Estimator Performance
For the conditional moment tests described in Section 6, this application specifies the Λ(x) based on the vingtiles of each of the Ê [ ] The results are summarized in Figure 3 , which depicts for each of the M = 10 share outcomes and at each of the L = 20 vingtiles the test statistic point estimate (N × λ mq ; dark line) and its bootstrap 95% CI (shaded area). Multiple comparisons concerns notwithstanding, the results depicted in Figure 3 show only relatively few instances where the 95% CIs fail to cover zero, and these are typically in the tails with the exception of (Liquid Assets, Directly Held Stocks) . In a few cases (Quasi-Liquid Retirement Accounts, CDs, Directly Held Stocks, Other Financial Assets) there is at least a suggestion of a U-or inverse U-shaped pattern across the vingtiles (underprediction in the tails and overprediction in the center, or vice-versa). Finally, the overall conditional moment 2 199 χ test statistic is 674.2 (p-value effectively zero).
Several general model performance statistics are summarized in Table 5 . For this exercise, the MFLOGIT estimator was compared with a set of M = 10 univariate linear regression (estimated by OLS) and univariate Tobit estimators that include the same covariate vector as used in the MFLOGIT models. The first performance criteria were out-of-sample MPE and MSE as assessed by an 80/20 cross-validation averaged over 100 replications. For this exercise, the linear model dominates MFLOGIT and Tobit on the MPE criterion while MFLOGIT generally dominates the linear model and Tobit on the MSE criterion. One obvious potential drawback of the linear model is that its predictions are not restricted to obey the [0, 1] interval bounds. The rightmost columns of Table 5 summarize the extent to which this is of concern in this empirical context. The two rightmost columns provide the cross-validation (averaged over replicates) and the in-sample frequencies with which the linear model predictions are less than zero (predictions greater than 1 were not observed). The cross-validation and in-sample frequencies are quite similar across the share categories, and suggest that the out-of-interval prediction problem is most severe for share categories with the smallest marginal empirical frequencies (e.g., Directly Held Bonds, Other Managed Assets). Figure 4 depicts the tree structure of the SCF categories. R = 20 subcategories are specified for this analysis of structured aggregation as described in Section 7 and Appendix 2, with the aggregation tests described in Appendix 2 applied to the three branches with #C k > 1 (Liquid Assets, Quasi-Liquid Retirement Funds, and Directly Held Bonds). 20 The MFLOGIT point estimates of the θ n parameters corresponding to those branches and the χ 2 aggregation test statistics are presented in Table 6 . The overall aggregation test for all three branches strongly rejects slope-parameter aggregation across all three branches. The individual category tests for aggregation also strongly suggest that aggregation is not reasonable for any of these three categories. 21 Indeed, casual inspection of the individual slope-parameter point estimates indicates considerable variability within each main category.
Aggregation Testing
Dirichlet-Multinomial Estimates
Two variants of the DM model were estimated here, these reflecting different degrees of data coarsening as discussed in Section 8. Specifically, models for T = 10 and T = 100 were estimated. A useful, direct comparison between the DM and MFLOGIT estimators of concern here is in terms of their performance in estimating the conditional first-moment structure of the data, with these summarized most straightforwardly by comparing the point estimates of the estimated APEs. This comparison is presented in Table 7 . In most cases (the exceptions being the shaded cells) the MFLOGIT and DM APE estimates have the same signs. Very broadly, the magnitudes of the point APE estimates roughly comparable, but typically larger for MFLOGIT than for either the T = 10 or T = 100 DM estimators. One consideration beyond the comparison of the APEs is the possible efficiency gain from using a full-likelihood estimation approach (DM) over a first-moment estimation approach (MFLOGIT). It turns out in this application that the efficiency gains are small at best and may be realized at the risk of nonrobustness relative to MFLOGIT. For the p × (M-1) = 90 normalized parameters, the median of the ratio of MFLOGIT to DM robust standard errors is 1.05 for the T = 100 model and 0.99 for the T = 10 specification. One test of overall goodness of fit for likelihood-based models like the DM is the information matrix (IM) test proposed by White 1982 (see also Chesher 1983 , Lancaster 1984 , and Orme 1990 ). With such a large model as that estimated here, it is not obvious whether the asymptotic properties of the IM test can be invoked given the available sample size, as the full model IM test has 4095 degrees of freedom with a sample size of 12,723.
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Such considerations notwithstanding, the IM test statistic is computed for the T = 10 and T = 100 specifications using the method suggested by Lancaster 1984. The DM model's 2 4095 χ test statistics are 11,261 (T = 10) and 10,575 (T = 100) which, while suggesting a slightly better fit for T = 100 than for T = 10, still both have effective p-values of zero. For comparison, however, the MFLOGIT quasi-likelihood IM test statistic based on the coarsened T = 10 data is 1.72E+07. More concretely perhaps, for all p × M = 100 parameter estimates, the ratio of robust to inverse-Hessian standard error estimates ranges from 0.69 to 1.12 (median 1.02) for the T = 10 specification and from 0.62 to 1.20 (median 1.03) for the T = 100 specification.
It is also possible (though not undertaken here) to compute an overall χ 2 goodness-of-fit test statistic (see Andrews 1988) for the coarsened outcome cells or interesting aggregates thereof. In this spirit, the performance of the DM estimator in modeling the overall conditional probability structure of the data is summarized in Figures 5 and 6 and in Table 8 . Figure 5 depicts for three of the share outcomes the coarsened marginal empirical frequency distribution juxtaposed with the estimated marginal empirical frequencies from the T = 10 and T = 100 specifications (the latter computed as the sample averages of the conditional frequencies). Figure 6 shows Lorenz curve summaries in which are plotted the T = 100 marginal cumulative probability estimates against the corresponding cumulative 101 coarsened cell frequencies in the data. For Liquid Assets, Quasi-Liquid Retirement Accounts, Directly Held Pooled Funds, and Directly Held Stocks there are some noteworthy fit problems. Finally, Table 8 summarizes the quality of fit of the DM estimators at the s = 0 and s = 1 endpoints. For most of the share outcomes, the T = 100 estimator provides a much closer fit to the marginal empirical frequencies than does the T = 10 estimator. Overall, then, the merits of estimating and conducting inference using DM models in a full likelihood context are mixed. One presumably trades off some robustness relative to approaches like MFLOGIT in estimating first-moment models, with the differences in corresponding APE point estimates between the two approaches perhaps being nontrivial, at least in this empirical exercise. However, if one is interested in estimating the full conditional probability structure of such models (perhaps at the cost of using coarsened data), the DM approach may be a useful strategy to consider.
Summary and Discussion
With a central focus on estimation of conditional means, this paper has proposed econometric strategies for estimating regression models of economic share data in cases where shares assume values of zero and 1 with nontrivial probability. The main contribution has been to explore properties of an extension to share models of the fractional regression methodologies proposed by Papke and Wooldridge.
Several outstanding issues should be important items on the future research agenda. First involves further considerations of share category aggregation or disaggregation beyond those offered in Section 7. A second consideration involves "covariate adjustment." For instance, in applications where understanding the determinants of shares net of the influence of some conditioning covariates is a prominent issue, the manner in which covariates are netted out is critical. How to effect this in a framework that involves bounded shares that obey adding-up restrictions is an open question. Third, in some empirical contexts (e.g., like the portfolio share example presented here) there is necessarily selection on subsamples for which shares are defined (by nonzero denominators). This raises an important issue regarding for which populations inferences drawn from the estimated share models are relevant. While in some sense a garden variety selection problem, the issue of how to address this in the MFLOGIT or related estimation contexts remains unresolved.
Finally, a possible extension of this line of work would be to consider analogs to conditional logit (Hausman and McFadden 1984) estimation that would fit into the fractional outcome data setting. While analogies to the discrete outcome random utility (RUM) framework are not obvious, the implied moment structures of such models might offer statistical tools for analyzing data where outcome-specific covariates or attributes are available. For instance, one might imagine a time use study in which time prices or wage rates for each outcome are available. Briefly, consider a situation where a vector of attributes for the k-th outcome is given by w k with the vector w = [w k , w -k ] describing the entirety of such attributes over all outcomes. Then the first-moment share structure corresponding to a standard RUM model (with normalization w M = 0) would be given by:
e xp( )
which could be extended to accommodate x in a mixed-logit structure,
, k 1, ,M. 1 e xp( )
Of course, in the absence of an underlying RUM structure, the influences of such outcome-specific attributes could also be captured in a standard MFLOGIT conditional mean model with That is, the subcategory outcomes v n , n∈C k , aggregate in the sense that they share common slope coefficient vectors. While this is perhaps an obvious characterization of aggregation in the fractional share outcome setting, its deeper implications are less obvious. For instance, aggregation in this sense would imply that the aggregated subcategories all have the same conditional x 1 -elasticities but not the same conditional x 1 -partial effects.
Given considerations of structured aggregation in this slope-coefficient sense, at least two testing strategies are suggested. 24 The first entails testing jointly the entirety of the equality restrictions implied if the subcategories under all categories having at least two subcategories simultaneously aggregate thusly. Note that if all outcome subcategories branching from the aggregated outcome categories aggregated in the slopecoefficient sense, it would follow that 
